INTEGRATION INTO MAINSTREAM SCHOOL
THE ROLE OF THE PHYSIOTHERAPIST IN THE INTEGRATION OF PHYSICALLY
DISABLED PUPILS INTO A MAINSTREAM HIGH SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT.
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Wentworth High School. situated in Ellesmere Park. Eccles. is the
designated Ba1Tier Free High School for Salford. Salf'ord's response to
the requirements of the 1981 Education Act was to integrate physically
disabled pupils. where practicable, into mainstream schools. Previously
these pupil<; had been placed within a Special School which
accommodated a wider 2 to 16 age group.
The opportunity arose in 1990 to redesign an amalgamating High School
so that disabled youngsters could have physical access to all parts of the
.
building, and to all areas of the cuniculum - a "Barrier Free . High School.
There was a recognised need for certain developments of ca.re to be
provided. e.g. pen,onal hygiene facilities, ongoing therapy management,
and a central person to co-ordinate the pupils integration into the
..mainstream·· curricular environment.
A multi-disciplinary team including Physiotherapy and Occupational
Therapy services were involved throughout the entire planning, building
and implementing process.
The school building was planned in order to allow complete access to
physically disabled pupils. and it has been resourced to allow full access
to the curriculum. A "Banier Free Co-Ordinator"' was appointed (a full
time posl) to act as the link between the original school for the physically
disabled pupils. and the new school into which they were to integrate.
This post was consolidated into the new schools establishment. The
Barrier Free Co-ordinator is also the Therapists main contact person for
any matters relating to the pupils.
Salford·s Community Paediatric Physiotherapy Services offers various
fom1s of support Lo pupils at the school. The type of support offered is
adjusted Lo meet the differing and changing needs of each individual.
Prior to entry in the school a rut I assessment is carried out. in conjunction
with the Paediatric Occupational Therapist. in order to detennine the
access and support requirements of each individual. This assel.sment may
be repeated at any time if indicated by changing circumstances.
Close relations are maintained between the Banier Free Dcpmtment and
the P.E. Department . Disabled youngsters are integrated into all P.E.
le�sons. although they may require a modified form of the group activity.
The Physiotherapist carries out P.E. assessments a,; required and works
together with the designated Ba1Ticr Free P.E. Co-Ordinator LO devise
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appropiiatc P.E. programmes.
Daily physiotherapy se::ssions take place by arrangement with the school
prior to the commencement of lessons. these take the following forms:1.

Exercise <,essions in the school gym:• mat exercises to music
• circuit training
• gait and mobility training

2.

Weight training/resisted exercise sessions

3.

Problem solving/treatment sessions in the Physiotherapy base

4.

Co-ordination of the supply and monitoring the performance of
walking aids. orthoses. wheelchairs and other appliances.

School medicals take place throughout tl1e year, these provide an efficient
meani, of communication and enable the Physiotherapy and medical
management to be co-ordinated. The medical examination takes the form
of a "team-meeting" between the pupil and his/her parents, the Consultant
Community Paediatrician. School Nurse and Physiotherapist. These
meetings allow discussion of health related matters or any other concerns
that may need to be expressed by any of the "team··.
The Consultant provides a direct link to the Royal Manche!>ter Children ·s
Hospital which facilitates liaison with Orthopaedic or Neurology Clinics.
or In-patient episodes. A visiting Orthotist calls when required (usually
ever 2-3 weeks). for footwear and orthotic appliance provision and
maintenance.
The Physiotherapist also attends and contributes to t11e statutory Annual
Review Meeting arranged by the school for each physically disabled
statemented pupil.
Typical Gym Exercise Session

Exercise to music. each patient on a mat (which may be a fim1 mat in the
case of a person perfo1ming balance activities, or a softer crash mat in
the case of someone. with for example, rheumatoid arthritis who will be
carrying out stretching procedures).
A typical group may consist of up to 12 youngster<; with a mixture of
disabilities - cerebral pal,;y, orthopaedic conditions. spina bifida.
rheumatoid arthritis. and motor and sensory neuropathies.
Assistance may be required to get down to and up from the mats but.
where possible. this is done in a manner that should assist the patient in
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organising and planning their own transfer routine. Certain pupils, such
as those at risk of fractures from osteoporosis and the larger/weaker
neuromuscular patients, are not requjred to transfer onto mats as the
hazards of transfer outweigh the benefits in these cases. Pupils who do
not participate in the mat sessions are offered altemative exercise therapy,
either individual standing/transfer practise or weight training sessions.

Circuit Training Sessions

Exercises are performed in a varied sequence, and are planned to work
all major muscle groups and to stretch most joints. Due 10 the nature of
the disabilities of the group members, particular emphasis is placed upon
stretching the ankle. knee. hip and shoulder joints. and strengthening the
quadriceps, hip extensors/abductors. trunk and shoulder muscles. Balance
activities are also included in each session.

These are alternated with the mat exercise sessions, and consist of a series
of activities stationed at various points around the gym. This type of
session requires a higher staffing level. both from a safety viewpoint.
and to ensure full compliance with the activities. The mat sessions may
be managed by a single Physiotherapist (although they run more
efficiently when a second Physiotherapist or trained assistant is there to
f
help). The circuit training requires a minimum of two staf and has only
run efficiently when three staff have been involved.
Typical activities for the circuit training sessions are:1.

Step ups

2. Sit ups

3. Sitting to standing from a low/medium height box

4.

Press ups (full or part. to stretch hips if appropriate)

5.

Balance activities - wobble boards. "wobbler" game, large therapy
ball

7.

Resistance band activities

6. Static exercise bike
8.

Co-ordination activities such as stepping into overlapping hoops

9. T.A. stretches with block

To Summarise

Wentworth High School Physiotherapy Programme

The "problems"
I.
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High School pupils with a range of medical conditions requiring
Physiotherapy input.
II
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The patient population consisted of the following categories:Cerebral Palsy

spastic diplegia 4
hcmiplegia 3
quadriplegia 1

Spina Bifida 5
Motor Neuropathy 2
Juvenile Rheumatoid Arthritis 2
Orthopaedic Condition 2
2. School curriculum prevents withdrawal of pupils from classes on a
regular basis.
3. Adolescent attitude results in generally reduced compliance 10 therapy
in several classes
4.

Homework and social life reduce the incentive to work at home
exercise programmes.

5.

Less contact between Physiotherapist and parents than with primary
age pupils. mainly due to after school commitments of pupils.

The "solutions"

Therapy offered in different forms to suit different categories of patient:

Outcomes of the Programme
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Before school group exercise sessions in the school gym - optional
but strongly recommended. The school transport is arranged earlier
to deliver pupils for 8.30 a.m.

2.

"Weight training'' sessions.

3.

Problem based "Clinic" - which offers electrotherapy modalities for
musculo-skeletal problems.

4.

After school hydrotherapy group.

The Pupils View

Regular group participants fell their physical skills had improved.
Youngsters felt encouraged to maintain their independent mobility about
school. spending less time in a wheelchair than pre, iously. The
opportunity to practise skills. to receive monitoring and feedback on
performance. and to work on particular areas of difficulty were valued.
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UNDER THE SPREADING MANGO TREE:
THE BRITISH PALAWAN TRUST
DR. IAN MCKINLAY

Pay attention at the back there - who can put the linger on Palawan on
the map? There is a population of over 600,000. Until recently there was
no orthopaedic service on the island - not even for conservative
management of fractures, tuberculosis of the spine, osteomyelitis,
consequences or polio (for which immunjsation had yet to reach most
villages) or congenital limb defonnities.

A rcligiou:, charity for people with disabilities, The House of Andrew
Foundation, sent a physiotherapist. She did not have to worry about
maintenance of her department or a workshop - they didn't exist. No
paperwork on proposed management policies - she made them up. This
was care in the community in the third largest island in the Philippines,
400Km long and 40 Km wit.le. ft is a tropical island with forests and a
torrential rainy season. taxis and two stroke motor bikes. televisions in
bamboo houses on stilts, buffalo carts and tree frogs.
During the Seven Years War of 1756-1763 the British were fighting the
French. the Swedes and the Austrians were fighting the Prussians and
the Saxons, but the Spanish were at a loose end til I 1761 when they sided
with the French. Lieutenant-Colonel William Draper, in the service of
the British East T ndia Company took 15 ships and 2000 troops. Lndian
and British. to attack Manila and captured the Philippines from the Spanish
governor and garrison of 600 who surrendered when the invaders captured
Manila in October 1762.

The Rehabilitation Unit at Pucno Princesa ·Bahatal.,
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UNDER THE SPREADING MANGO TREE:

Domicillary Cru.1 Change

A private hospital, run by a Christian charily, was smarter. cleaner and
usually had nmning water. lt was too expensive for most people. Outside
hospital. care was provided by private GPs, community doctors. district
f
nurses. herbalists and bone-setters. Those who could af ord it flew to
Manila for treatment.
Dr. Antonio Socrates, "Soc". came to Ipswich lo train in 011hopaedic
surgery as a registrar with Mr. Louis Deliss and his colleague.,. He learned
his speciality and they learned about Palawan. Together they set up the
British Palawan Trust in May 1990 as a registered charily. ··soc" put the
names and addresses of 25,000 doctors on the database of his word
processor and wrote lo them appealing for funds to set up an orthopaedic
service in Palawan. In a year 2.630 had sent over £80.000. Charities
such as UNESCO. ECHO (Equipment for Charity Hospitals Overseas)
and Direct Relieflnternational gave help and equipment. In March 1992
"Soc·· went home and started up his service. In October Mr Deliss went
to help sort out administrative details and it grew from there as a service
for basic onhopaedic and trauma care as well as a lobby for improved
polio vaccination.
From 1992-94 over 1,000 patients were treated. Its two five-bedded wards
were full. even overflowing. The British Palawan Trust Land-Rover
Ambulance transponed panents by road or along the beach at low tide
where no roads existed. As well as giving medical advice and surgical
treatment, the service has trained families in the care and rehabilitation
of their patients. With the help of Handicap lnternational they arranged
training for a prosthetic technician in Manila. They also set up a charity
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HEMIPLEGIA AND HEMI-HELP
LIZ BARNES

Parent

HEMI

-

When [ first started taking my son Jonathon
to the CDC as a baby, I felt humbled, even a
little guilty: our problems seemed so mild
compared to those of other people we met
there, whose chjldren had much more serious
�
disabilities. l remember one of the physios
saying how rewarding it was to work with
children with hemiplegia, because she actually
felt she was gelling somewhere - they learned
to walk, their speech was usually normal. most
INFORMATION & SUPPORT FOR
of them would go off into mainstream cnn.oRtNwrruuEMlPLEGJA
education; and r thought how lucky we were.
And yet this relative ·normality' has its down side. Dr. Robert Goodman
of the Maudsley Hospital, 'who since 1989 has been heading a research
study into the causes and effects of childhood hemiplegia. has described
it as a Cinderella condition. Because the children can walk and talk,
because they can cope in mainstream schools. they are often lef't to do
just that, with a minimum of support. In their everyday lives they may
never meet another child with a disability, facing similar or different
problems. They spend all their time with able-bodied children, and have
to try to keep up with them. academically and physically. And this creates
stresses from which more seriously disabled children. attending special
schools. are sheltered.

(r
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ln this situation the role of the physiotherapist cannot be overestimated.
From the start she (more rarely. he) not only works with the child and
teaches the parents to work with the child: she is the parents· main interface
with the system. The parent<; of a newly diagnosed child inevitably feel
anxious about the fuwre; often they are also confused about what
hemiplcgia is, and may feel guilty - perhaps it was somehow their fault
that their child was born with a disability. (They can be reassured on this
point: Dr. Goodman's research suggests that there is no genetic factor
involved, nor does it seem to depend on anything the mother does or
does not do in pregnancy. Very premature babies are at a slightly greater
risk. but generally the brain trauma which resulls in a congenital
herniplegia seems to be a chance event some time in pregnancy.) The
person fielding all these emotions is often the physio. And later, when
the child is at school and no longer regularly attending a CDC or DCU,
the community physiotherapist is probably the only person outside the
family dealing directly with his or her hemiplegia (if anyone spots a
community paediatnc OT can they point them in my direction'?).
Of course, by this stage the child is probably becoming bored with therapy
- there are more interesting things going on in his or her expanding world!
Many of the parents who have attended Hemi-Help workshops have been
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COURSES
THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND

ILIZAROV Method

Basic Course
Date : September 1-3, 1997
Venue : The Royal College of Surgeons of England
Course Convener : Mr Hamish Simpson, Honorary Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon and Clinical Reader,
Oxford University.
Aimed at SIIOs, Junior registrars, nurses and physiotherapists. The course offers an additional day for nurses
and physiotherapists to work in small focus groups according to speciality.
Course objective : To promote good practice. To teach the llizarov method; an interdisciplinary approach to
surgery which aims to teach total patient management from the application of frames through to counselling for
simple problems (linear in particular) involving the tibia.
Course content :
Application of frames for linear prob,ems (tibia only).
Day 1 - Nurses and physiotherapists modular day. This day provides an opportunity for nurses and
physiotherapists to work in small focus groups concentrating on their particular speciality. The day will use
short lectures and discussion groups.
Days 2 and 3 - Surgeons, nurses and physiotherapists. History of llizarov, its method, components and basic
principles. Multi-focal and mono-focal frames. The concept and biology of callus distraction. Corticotomies.
Practical workshops; nuts and bolts,wire and half pin insertion on dry bones. The building of mono-focal tibial
frames to support Corticotomies. The building of b�focal tibial frames.
Fee : £350 SHOs/jurnor registrars, £275 nurses/physiotherapists
Apply to Victoria Tuxworth, Raven Department of Education, The Royal College of Surgeons of
England, 35/43 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London WC2A 3PN
(tel: 0171 973 2105, fax 0171 973 2117, email: vtuxworth@reseng.ac.uk).
Closing date August 12, 1997.

Paediatric Rheumatology Therapy Course
November 5th - 7th 1997

A three day course covering all aspects of treatment or children with Juvenile Chronic Arthritis
and allied conditions.
Who for? Physiotherapists and Occupational Therapists.
University of Birmingham Conference Park, Edgbaston.
Venue:
£190 residential - fully inclusive of all meab, and accommodation in
Cost:
single en suite rooms and all lecture notes.
£ 190 non-residential - fully inclusive of coffee, lunch and tea for three days.
The course is a basic course for therapists who have little or no experience of treating children with JCA.
All aspects of treatment will be covered, and there will be some practical sessions including splint making.
Details from: Mrs Ann Parkin MCSP
Childhood Arthritis Unit, Children's Hospital
Birmingham B4 6NH
0121 454 485 l Ext 6824
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